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Note on Abbreviations

We refer to editions of papyri and ostraca according to the abbreviations used in the Checklist of Editions of Greek, Latin, Demotic and Coptic Papyri, Ostraca and Tablets, available online at papyri.info. Abbreviations of epigraphic corpora generally follow the list of the Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, and C. Lorber, Catalogue of Ptolemaic Coins. Part 1: Ptolemy I to IV (New York, 2018) serves as the reference for numismatic abbreviations. Unless specific comments from editors are mentioned, editions of all such texts and coins are not included in the bibliography. For ancient authors we follow the abbreviations used in the Oxford Classical Dictionary, 4th edition. Finally, Greek names and proper names are given Latinate forms for well-known historical figures and places but a more authentic transliteration for lesser-known people and places.